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As a business professional you have an untapped opportunity to spread your message, attract

the right people, advance your career ambitions, and add your voice to the conversations that

shape your industry. You’ve probably heard of it, LinkedIn—and you may even already have a

profile there.This book spells out the step-by-step actions you can take—from scratch—to

ensure your LinkedIn profile looks amazing, stays fresh and relevant in the ever-evolving digital

landscape, and propels you toward business success.It’s time to get onto LinkedIn and

harness one of the most powerful professional tools of our time. Get started with this

guide.This is the starting point for the true power of social leadership, not just to yourself, but to

your business. I suggest you listen to Andrea.Nishan Weerasinghe, CMO, Fortune 500 MNC,

Asia Top 50 Marketer18 Steps to an All Star LinkedIn Profile is truthful, simple and

efficient.Julian Kasparian, CEO, BNP Paribas Securities Services, Hong KongWhen it comes

to understanding how to use LinkedIn with integrity and power, Andrea T Edwards and 18

Steps should be your first port of call.Stanimira Koleva, Senior Vice President, Here

TechnologiesThis gem will set leaders and employees on a journey of personal empowerment

that will impact their long-term professional fulfilment.John Gordon, CEO, Expat Choice

AsiaThis is a must-read for anyone taking their first step towards creating a brand for

themselves on LinkedIn. Get this book—and learn from one of the best.Thariyan Chacko,

Group Manager, Microsoft

"One of the best LinkedIn books of all time" - BookAuthority"One of the best new LinkedIn

ebooks" - BookAuthority 
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Reviews for 18 Steps to anAll-Star LinkedIn ProfileWorking with Andrea motivated me, she

actually made me a social media practitioner. I love it.18 Steps to an All Star LinkedIn Profile is

truthful, simple and efficient. If you don’t feel like starting to work on your social media skills

after reading it, you will end up feeling guilty not doing so.The book translates Andrea’s energy

and passion for people through social media, as she is willing to make anyone of us shine in

our own ways. LinkedIn is simply the best way to start, I can imagine more suggestion coming

from Andrea, brace yourself!!!!Julian KasparianCEO, BNP Paribas Securities Services,Hong

KongAndrea is my digital angel. She opened my eyes to the possibility of LinkedIn and more

broadly on social media, showing me the huge potential for business professionals. When it

comes to understanding how to use LinkedIn with integrity and power, Andrea Edwards and 18

Steps should be your first port of call.Stanimira KolevaSenior Vice President and General

Manager,Here Technologies, Asia Pacific and JapanAndrea is leading the digital battle of good

againstmediocre when it comes to social leadership. This is the starting point everyone needs

to just get done, because from here, you’ll start to see the true power social leadership brings,

not just to yourself, but to your business. Andrea has been a key partner in this transformation

for my company. I suggest you listen to her.Nishan WeerasingheCMO, Fortune 500 MNC,Asia

Top 50 MarketerAndrea is totally passionate about the business and personal benefits of social

leadership. She has been a leader in this space for many years and has kept up and refined

her approach as the industry has changed. I have seen her share her advice and inspire

groups with her energy for the subject.The advice she shares in 18 Steps to an All-Star

LinkedIn Profile is simple to put in place yet highly effective and recommended if you want to

see business results.Michelle CockrillHead of Marketing and Communications,BNP Paribas

Securities Services APACAndrea’s ability to break down how to get started on your social

leadership journey is outstanding. I’ve shared variations of this information across my internal

and external networks more times than I can count. Andrea’s passion for social leadership and

her ability to relate the results to business outcomes is what motivates many people I know to

finally get started. But more than that, they believe it’s worth the time to invest in creating value

—not noise—across their own networks. Thank you for continuing to lead and inspire all of us

to do differently.Wendy McEwanmarketing and business executiveworking across AsiaI know

when I first started on social media, it was photos of what I ate and where I was. My friends

were the same. As time moved on, I observed connections who were able to position

themselves as someone to listen to; they had something important to share and were very

clear on who they were, personally and in business. So, I asked myself—how does that picture

of a coffee or odd-looking cat jump that ravine and become something of importance to other

people?Andrea’s book, 18 Steps to an All Star LinkedIn Profile showed me. Andrea has

eloquently—and without fuss—taken away the fear and loathing from putting yourself out there

and making YOURSELF the brand. Her step-by-step approach is a real-world way to get your

voice, brand and message out there without the “preach.”Sinisa NikolicDirector, AP Cognitive

Systems,Fortune 500 MNCAndrea has written a must-read primer for anyone taking their first

step towards creating a brand for themselves on LinkedIn. As my first guide in this regard,

Andrea, her workshop, and 18 Steps definitely set me on the right track on my personal

branding journey. Read thisbook—and learn from one of the best.Thariyan ChackoGroup

Manager,MicrosoftThere are many people advising you to be more active on LinkedIn, but very

few tell you how to be more active and why. This book—in 18 steps—will help you kick-start

your journey on LinkedIn and provides honest guidance on how you can share your true



passion, unleashing the digital leader in you. If you have a lot of knowledge or are passionate

to make a positive impact in the world, then start here.Deepthi Anneco-founder of

TechAthenaSolution Architect, Fortune 500 MNCWhat I love most about Andrea Edwards’

timely book is that is provides executives, managers and thought leaders with a step-by-step

guide on how to succeed using LinkedIn while at the same time ensuring that quality and

integrity are central to your social media strategy. A much-needed handbook which will help

you cut through the noise and make a bigger impact in the world. Highly recommended.James

Taylor M.B.A. F.R.S.A.Keynote Speaker on Business Creativity,Innovation and Artificial

IntelligenceWhy do I need to learn it and who do I need to learn it from? These are two

questions I ask myself when choosing what to read or study. Having an effective LinkedIn

profile is going to help you sell yourself, influence your stakeholders, and have conversations

with people you would never normally be able to reach. I know this because I’ve done it, and

the person that “kicked my butt” to get it done was Andrea Edwards. There’s no better thought-

leader when it comes to digital conversations and social media.Andrew Bryant CSPauthor, Self

LeadershipAndrea’s book got me in the first sentence. ‘What is social leadership? It’s you!’

Wow. Straight to the point. Her writing style pulls no punches and it sets the direction of her

very practical and insights driven approach on how and why social leadership is so important,

and, more importantly, HOW to do it through the platform where a third of the world’s

professionals hangout. LinkedIn. A must read for anyone serious about being heard, seen and

making a difference in this beautiful, chaotic world we call home.Natalie Turnerauthor, Yes, You

Can Innovate,inventor of The Six ‘I’s of Innovation.Everyone talks about LinkedIn, but here is

your chance to truly do it well by reading 18 Steps and putting it into action. Andrea provides a

powerful approach to LinkedIn that every executive should use to get ahead. Get started now

and let your brand stand out!Jerome Joseph, CSPauthor, The Brand Playbook, global speaker

and brand strategistThere are many people who profess that they are a social media specialist,

yet they don’t practice what they preach. If you’re looking for a person that is the best in the

business and who walks the talk, then Andrea Edwards, The Digital Conversationalist, is the

person you need to learn from.In her new book, 18 Steps to an All Star LinkedIn Profile,

Andrea walks the reader through the ins and outs of why you need to be on social media and

then teaches you step-by-step what you need to do—and how—to create an impactful profile.If

you’ve never met Andrea, I can tell you, she’s the real deal.Pamela WigglesworthCEO,

Experiential Hands-on Learning,author, The 50-60 Something Start-up EntrepreneurI

remember Andrea stating to me and others: never outsource your voice. This stuck with me

and I fired my social media manager. If anyone I know understands social media, it is Andrea.

She thoroughly gets what it takes to build a great social media presence, especially on

LinkedIn. In 18 Steps, she gives an outright, honest, no-nonsense account of the steps to take

on how to make the most of LinkedIn—especially if you’re a beginner! She is my social media

guru. Why? Because she debunks the LinkedIn myths and doesn’t fluff it up. She tells it

beautifully how it is in a super generous way. I recommend you read this transforming book

today. It will change your view of LinkedIn and, most of all, how to gain from this B2B platform.

Don’t outsource your voice, insource your voice.Kevin Cottamauthor, The Nomadic

MindsetAndrea unplugs social media and takes a deep dive into the importance of

understanding its relevance when building relationships both internally and externally for

business. One read of this gem will set leaders and employees on a journey of personal

empowerment that will certainly impact their long-term professional fulfilment.John

GordonCEO, ExpatChoice.AsiaLinkedIn is such an essential tool in business today and having

an all-star LinkedIn profile is essential if you want to stand out from the crowd and do business



with just the right people. Andrea Edwards, The Digital Conversationalist, has written the

ultimate guide to creating that perfect profile in 18 Steps. She gives practical, step-by-step tips

on how to improve your profile to enable you to shine. I’ve already gone and given my page on

LinkedIn a tune-up following Andrea’s insights.Lindsay AdamsThe Relationships GuyAndrea

Edwards is THE guru of LinkedIn. Her extensive experience helps clearly convey the essentials

needed to become a real STAR on LinkedIn. This book is all you need to get started.What I

find most appealing about Andrea Edwards is her down-to-earth way of writing, her unflagging

determination to help people get over their hesitancy online so they discover their unique

talents and gifts, and to support them in getting their voices out into the world. Andrea’s book

will help you get your message to work.We can all change the world for the better, just like

Andrea. Read this and get started…Cathy JohnsonThe Authenticity Coach18 Steps to an All

Star LinkedIn Profile is packed with practical gems that will help you elevate your personal

brand. Andrea leads powerfully by example and brings tremendous clarity to the process of

developing social leadership. This book is your personal coach, inspiring you to take action.

Highly recommended!Karen LeongAuthor, Win People Over,Founding Director of Influence

SolutionsSocial media can be confusing, particularly for senior management teams. How can

you show authenticity, be true to your corporate brand, and continue to add value? Too often

social media is treated like a free space for adverts! Andrea Edwards has the experience and

credibility to show you what actually works.Andrea continues to embody what is needed on

social media and, in particular, LinkedIn. Professional and personal positioning with the

Goldilocks approach—not too little, not too much, but just right. Using Andrea’s advice as

mapped out in this book will put you well ahead of your competition and, to be frank, you would

be crazy not to buy this book and follow it religiously.Warwick Merry CSPmaster MC and

success speakerThis book is simply brilliant. Andrea shares important, practical information in

an easy-to-read manner—with glimpses of her wonderful sense of humour and passion for

leading sustainable, positive change. It’s simple, essential, and easy to implement as you read

through—in a style relevant to you and your industry. If you want to be a great connector, you

need this book!Kerrie Phippsauthor, Do Talk to Strangers
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Reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form

or by any means, including photocopying, recording, or any other electronic or mechanical
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quotations embodied in critical reviews and certain other noncommercial uses permitted by
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This book is dedicated to my love, Steve Johnson.When you commit to sharing your life with

someone,there’s always a lot of give and take.Agreeing to do that with someone deeply

investedin the digital world, adds a whole other dimension to amarriage .You’re not an

“Instagram husband” my love,but I really do appreciate you for being by my sidethrough it all.

You’re the best of the best xxxxxWhy Social Leadership?It’s you – amplified!It’s what you stand

for.It’s what you believe in.It’s how you think.It’s how you act.It is the packaging up of all of

YOU, which you thenactively and passionately share with the world online,driven by a goal of

creating change—in mindset, behavior, or ways of doing things.What social leadership looks

like is different for each of us.Our job is to identify the magic within and thenunleash it

digitally.Once we identify our personal magic—which we already celebrate in the physical

world,a much smaller stage—today we have the opportunity to amplify it across a

largerandmore impactful digital world.And when we have something powerful to

share,something that can change lives, enhance professional careers, or make the world a

better place,it’s selfish to hold it back.In today’s digital and physical world,when we own our

voice, we own our future!@AndreaTEdwards

ContentsA Quick Introduction to Social LeadershipWhat I Know to be TrueThe Benefits are

Enormous—for You and Your BusinessSocial Media is Where Customers are TodayA Few

Introductory Thoughts on LinkedInPick Your PlatformWe Are All Responsible for LinkedInMy

Suggested Strategy?Why is LinkedIn Important?Dog Ear This Page for LaterKnow Your Social

Selling Index (SSI)Establish Your Professional BrandFind the Right PeopleEngage With

Insights and Build RelationshipsHow Do You Compare with Your Peers?Before You Do

Anything, Do ThisWhy These 18 Steps, Why Now?The 18 Steps to an All-Star LinkedIn

Profile1 – Set Up Your Profile Properly2 – Create a Unique Web Address3 – Add Your Photo

and Banner4 – Write Your Professional Headline5 – Write Your Summary6 – Cover Your

History, Update Your Positions7 – Follow Companies, the Media, and Influencers8 – Use

Hashtags9 – Include People, Businesses, and Publications in Your Posts10 – Send Two

Recommendations Today11 – List Your Skills12 – Are You Looking for a Job?13 – Use

LinkedIn Groups14 – List The Causes You Care About and Promote the Ones You Volunteer

For15 – Have You Been Published Anywhere?16 – Add Honors, Awards, and Associations17

– Go Premium18 – Final Tips On LinkedInBe AmazingThings You Can Do to Keep Lifting Your

ProfileAndrea T Edwards, CSPAcknowledgements
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Vadivu Govind, Human Unlimited Ptd. Ltd., “A True Gem!. While I’ve attended social media

sessions, nothing resonated at a deep level till I encountered Andrea Edward’s book.What

really resonates is that Andrea sees our engagement on LinkedIn as a way of being of true

service to others, and building community. She writes in a practical, direct and energising way,

as if she is sitting next to us, helping us like a friend.Even if you’re familiar with Linkedin, with

an open mind, you might something fresh. For example, she says our summary is better written

in first-hand, and expressing our authentic voice. And that we can customise and clean up our

LinkedIn address without all those dashes and numbers. Am working through the book and

taking inspired action as I go along and it’s actually fun!”

Niklas Myhr, Ph.D., “Shows you how to shine on LinkedIn. This book is highly recommended

for anyone who wants to improve both the first and the lasting impression they make with their

presence on LinkedIn. While Andrea's focus in this book is to thoroughly go through the

fundamentals from the ground up to ensure you don't miss important aspects, she also covers

some more advanced "ninja tips" on how you can shine and stand out in an increasingly

competitive world. All this is presented in both a digestible and engaging style which makes

this a pleasure to read!”

Ajay, “The kind of book that every professional needs to have in their toolbox.. I have learned

that in this digital age, having a powerful and meaningful digital presence is absolute key.

Unfortunately, it's not something they taught me at school (I am 40!), at uni, or during my post-

graduate education. It's one of those things that I am guessing that you kind of "pick up" on the

way.Well, as it wasn't something I have "picked up" on the way, this book has been a real eye-

opener and gently but firmly leads me step-by-step to getting my digital presence in ORDER!

It's friendly, it's very encouraging, it's useful and its easy to use. Money very well spent, Thank

you Andrea for sharing your knowledge with us!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Complete, honest and engaging guidance !. Fabulous book, forthright

but wonderfully helpful in these challenging times. Cannot recommend highly enough !”

Andrew Psarianos, “Great Linkedin tips and tricks in this book. I thought my Linkedin profile

was pretty good until I read this book. It's an easy to read conversational approach and it's not

difficult to implement the changes. I'm aiming for super super star Linkedin status now that I



have followed the advice.”

Wong Voal Voal, “Recommended if you want to get serious with LinkedIn.. Good instructional

read on how to build a credible LinkedIn post! Recommended for those who is thinking of using

LinkedIn as a thought-leadership platform, and not just a CV site.”

Ken Saunders, “A highly recommended read to get the most from your LinkedIn profile. I Love

what Andrea has done in this book. Her step by step instructions are clear and very meaty,

there isn't a lot of fluff (if any) here. She not only walks you through how to build a fabulous

profile but explains the reasons behind what you are doing and what kind of impact your profile

decisions might have. LinkedIn is a business tool and like any business tool you really only get

a first impression. I highly recommend this book. I would love to see a second book on the

daily activities anyone can do to market and build your brands following on social media

(Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter).”

Joanne Flinn, “Practical and Actionable. Andrea's put real focus to hone what's needed to get

started on LinkedIn. Each step is clear. Most can be done in minutes. Most importantly, her

motivation for this book shines through. It's to help you get your voice out there to be heard so

you can make an impact. Full disclosure: I edited this book so I know first hand the attention

that Andrea's put into make this practical for you. Get this book and get a great LinkedIn profile.”

Bob Little, “An Excellent Apology. Andrea Edwards is an enthusiast for the LinkedIn social

media platform and a great apologist (in the original sense of the word) for this medium. There

are a few ideas in this book which will make even experienced LinkedIn users sit up, take

notice and resolve to do better. But the book is really intended to spur those who are only

dabbling with the platform to make fuller and better use of all the promotional and learning

opportunities on offer. From this perspective, it's well worth reading.”

Macca, “Brilliant, easy to read, succinct LinkedIn guide!. Absolutely loved this. Never has it

been more important to nurture your personal and professional brand. As we are seeing more

working from home due to the corona virus, people will turn even more to LinkedIn to learn

more about people and what makes them tick. This book is great for a newbie to LinkedIn for

example explaining why you should use hashtags! For an already avid LinkedIn user I found it

a great refresher for some of the basics! It’s easy to read, it’s user friendly and I haven’t seen

any other guide like it! Loved it!”

Avis Easteal, “You NEED this book..... If you are just starting out, or a seasoned professional

this book gives useful advice, simply and engagingly written in an easy to follow format. Buy it,

use the steps and be the owner of a great LinkedIn profile. Job done!”

Stuart Harris, “The time to be social is now. Thank you Andrea for writing this and making it for

free during these challenging times. Great tips to put into place. Key is making time......”

Karena Noble, “An easy to follow and brilliant guide. This is a fantastic and easy to follow guide

on how to create a winning LinkedIn profile. The author takes you through step by step actions

that simplify a difficult task as well as giving tips on the keys to successful engagement in this

important social media platform for professionals. Highly recommended.”



The book by Andrea T Edwards has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 43 people have provided feedback.
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